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Male subjects heard sounds portrayed as their
hearts beating while viewing slides of seminude fe-
males. Subsequent measurements indicated that
subjects were most attracted to females if these
“heart rates” had changed in response to the
slides. Physiological reactions can serve as a
source of information that influences emotional
behavior. [The Social Sciences Citation Index
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) indicates that this paper has been cited in.
over 195 publications.]
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As a graduate student at Columbia Uni-
versity, I worked with Stanley Schachter ex-
ploring the implications of his cognitive and
physiological theory of emotion.
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My mas-

ter’s and doctoral research revealed a puz-
zling patternof data: dispositionally unemo-
tional individuals were manifesting higher
heart rates in response to emotional stimuli.
Our theory had led us to assume that such
individuals were unemotional because of
diminished physiological responsivity, and,
along these lines, it had been demonstrated
that they became more emotional when
injected with the cardiac accelerator
epinephrine.

Faced with these data and a history of
curiosity about the meaning of perceptible
variations of my own heart, I developed the
idea that physiological reactions are rele-
vant to the development of emotion only
when they are perceived and used as a
source of information. Unemotional individ-
uals may not perceive or label these reac-
(ions, and emotional individuals may per.
ceive and label nonexistent reactions. Thus,
perceptions of physiological reactions could
be nonveridical, and these perceptions
might bemore emotionally relevant than ac-
tualphysiological reactions. The experiment

that resulted in my first publication showed
that false heart.rate feedback influenced
emotional judgments and behavior just as
real heart-rate feedback might do.

This study was subsequently reprinted in
several books and has been frequently cited
because it helped bridge the gap between
work on social perception and self.percep-
(ion. This unification of two research tradi-
tionsbecame known as attribution theory—
a set of ideas that guided social psychology
throughout the 1970s. The determinants and
consequences of explanations of our own
and others’ behavior became a popular
focus of study that is part of the cognitive
revolution in psyc’hology.

The research also generated considerable
interest as a result of my emphasizing its
relevance to the development and treatment
of emotional disorders. Incorrect explana-
(ions of the causes of one’s own behavior
could lead to maladaptive emotional behav-
ior. By correcting these explanations or sup-
plying new ones, the psychotherapist might
improve the emotional state of the individu-
al. Applying these ideas to problems faced
by the largest subgroup of psychologists cer-
tainly enhanced the article’s influence.
Clinical psychologists had applied tradi-
tional learning theories about as far as possi-
ble and were ready to adopt the sort of cog-
nitive approach that could be grounded in
current experimental research. ~

A third source of influence had to do with
the developmentof the field of psychophysi-
ology. In graduate school, I had counted
heart beats of rats and humans one-by.one
as they were recorded by the polygraph.
More sophisticated techniques were evolv-
ing and people were grappling with the psy-
chological significance of these measures.
My false-feedback experiment challenged
researchers who were committed to the im-
portance of physiological measurements
and led to speculation about how this kind
of feedback affected actual heart rate.
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Finally, the experiment was popular be-
cause it realistically and easily manipulated
cognitions about arousal and assessed ef-.
fects in a somewhat flashy manner. By se-
lecting nudes from Playboy magazine as al-
leged causes of heart-rate changes, I tapped
into a basic interest that had become even
more topical given the sexual revolution of
the 1960s.
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